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Introduction:
You are invited to begin each day of the coming
week by contemplating gratitude.
Allow gratitude to be your first thought of the
morning and last thought in the evening. Practice
giving thanks throughout your day as well.
This guide is intended to help jump start your
gratitude practice with some ideas to contemplate, a
word of intention and an affirmation for each day of
the week. Read them in the morning before you start
your day. Make a note of at least three things you're
grateful for at night before you go to sleep.
I hope these daily exercises help your practice of
gratitude grow and flourish.
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Sunday:
Beginnings
Today is a new beginning, a time to recommit
to a life bursting with gratitude. Take a few
moments to reflect on those things that are most
precious to you. Did any of your thoughts
surprise you?
The process of gratitude begins with focusing
your attention on the good in your life. Even in
the most challenging times, we are surrounded
by beauty, acts of kindness and people who
love and care for us. Seek them out, take note
and be grateful.

Every moment is a new opportunity
to be grateful. My life is full
of wonder.

Monday:
Support
Does your week begin with taking care of
children or elderly parents, crunching data at a
computer or standing behind a counter in a
retail outlet? Each task, no matter how
mundane or lofty, is an opportunity to notice
and be grateful for everything that supports us
as we move throughout our day.
Notice the richness in your life, whether it be
loving friends, meaningful work, a favorite
food or a comfortable place to live.
Thank yourself for the generous, kind things
you do to support others.

Friendship, kind words, compassion,
good thoughts--all these things surround
me throughout my day.

Tuesday:
Compassion
The definition of compassion is deep awareness
of suffering of another, coupled with a desire to
alleviate it.
Is it easy for you to have compassion for a
friend who is having a difficult time, an
abandoned kitten or people in your community
who are in need?
I'm reminding you to have compassion for
yourself. If you're having troubling thoughts,
let them go. If you're experiencing a difficult
situation, ask for help. If you're feeling selfdoubt, know you are loved unconditionally.

I am loved and supported by the
universe. All is well.

Wednesday:
Action
Today is often seen as a marker, a midway
point in our week. I challenge you to see today
and every other day as one full of wonder and
opportunity. Your thoughts and actions
determine the flavor of the day. Start a project,
make a new friend, go on a hike or write a
poem. The options are limitless!
If possible, take a break from reading the news.
Steer away from any negative thoughts and
conversations. Focus instead on the positive
things you see around you. Create a day of
surprises.

I am open to the opportunities that
present themselves every day.

Thursday:
Gifts
How often do you stop throughout the day to
notice the wonder around you? Take a moment
to mentally review yesterday and think of
everything you experienced that was a gift. A
sunrise? A cup of tea with a friend? An
unexpected visitor?
Remember the moments you felt happy,
laughed or simply sat quietly. These are the
snapshots that help us identify the richness in
our lives. Was there also anger, sadness or
frustration? It's possible to find hidden gifts in
these moments as well.

I am grateful for the magnificient
abundance I experience in my life.
I accept these gifts with ease.

Friday:
Forgiveness
Have there been challenges for you this week?
Have you been too busy or stressed to stay with
your practice of gratitude? Did you miss a
deadline, forget someone's birthday, lose your
temper? If so, stop right now and forgive
yourself. This moment is perfect and you are
perfect in it.
Forgiveness of ourselves and others creates the
space in our lives and hearts for the unlimited
flow of abundance and joy that constantly
surrounds us. Can you see it? How full is your
cup?

I'm right where I need to be.
Everything is working out as it should.

Saturday:
Acceptance
Actively welcome joy, abundance, playfulness
and peace into your life today. Add anything
else you desire to the list. What better time can
there be than right now?
Release every concern, fear and feeling of selfdoubt and become open to your best life. Your
greater good is waiting to serve you. Gratitude
for those things you already have opens the
door to even greater abundance.
Accept that you deserve it.

I am grateful for the abundance

in my life. I am blessed.

Sunday:
Begin Again. . .
"Do not judge yourself harshly. Without mercy
for ourselves, we cannot love the world"
Buddha
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